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Looking to the Future

Creating innovative 

research and 

collaboration capacity 

across Canadian digital 

heritage collections



Canadiana Collections



Digitization for the Canadiana Collections

140 reels (199,573 pages of archival content) 28 newspaper titles (8,391 issues) 

322 annuals titles (1,304 issues)



Newspapers

• Based on the Heritage Content 

and Priorities Task Group 

(HCPTG) Report

• Improving representation



Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

• Increased OCR Capacity

• Handwriting recognition for the 

Héritage Collection

o Approximately 60% of the 

Héritage Collection is handwritten

o Increased character recognition 

equals greater accessibility



Metadata Improvements

• Phase I is complete

• Replace Indians of North America

• Phase II is in process

• Shortening Community names 

(Removing Indian)
• Updating community names

Decolonizing Subject 

Headings



Metadata Improvements



Canadiana Content 
Sub-Committee Update
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Sharing the Impact



Impact on Research and Education



« L'accessibilité à ces annuaires est 

une très bonne nouvelle pour les 

chercheurs. » -Researcher

Impact on Research and Education



Impact on Research and Education



“My research is on colonial Canada and given that context I've long 
been accustomed to microfilm. Having much of that material available 
to me at home, with well digitized copies, has made, for me and my 
students, this practice of being stuck at home for a couple of years 
extremely productive. 

This has also been so helpful financially. I would have had to have 
spent six months in Ottawa, in the archives, looking at microfilm.” -Dr. 
Julia Roberts (member of the CCSC)

Impact on Research and Education



“thanks so much for doing this, 
it will really help with our 
collection research.” -Staff 
member at the Woodstock 
Museum

Impact on Research and Education



“Thanks so much for this! This set 

of PDFs will provide lots of raw 

material for me and my students to 

experiment with new approaches 

to history.” -Professor T. Sayle

Impact on Research and Education



“It is quite wonderful that you have put these Province of Canada 

Legislative Assembly journal appendices online.  I write to make sure 

you know that they do not go unappreciated.” –Independent historian

“First of all, a very hearty thank you for running such an excellent and 

helpful site. I’ve just discovered it and I feel like I’ve discovered gold.” 

–PhD candidate 

“It was such a happy revelation to discover that CRKN had undertaken 

the Ingersoll Chronicle digitization project!” –Ingersoll Public Library

Impact on Researchers



Member Content in Canadiana



• 1:50,000 scale National 

Topographic Series

• Approximately 22,000 

digitized Canadian maps

• First large scale addition of 

CRKN member content to 

Canadiana

Member Content in Canadiana



• Approximately 34 

student publications

• Date ranges from 1914 

to 1968

• Smaller scale addition 

to Canadiana

Member Content in Canadiana



Victoria West Athletic 

Association

Supporting our Community



• French literature archives, 

including text from George 

Sand and Victor Hugo

• Text, art, photographs, even 

vellum!

Supporting our Community



Supporting our Community

“Newspapers were less about 

freedom of expression and more of 

a colonial enterprise”

“I think our first step in the 

decolonization part of this project is 

that we can prove what happened in 

Canadian history and do the work to 

dismantle that.” - Professor S. 

Drouin



Quiz Time!

The grumbler : [Vol. 1, no. 17 (July 10, 1858)] 



Location

While it may not be in the top 10 population-wise, this Canadian city is 
the 6th most popular for Canadiana visitors (hint, it also has a CRKN 
member institution)?

A. London, Ontario

B. Fredericton, New Brunswick

C. Gatineau, Quebec

D. Halifax, Nova Scotia



Language

While English and French are the most popular languages of Canadiana
users, what language is third?

A. Italian

B. German

C. Chinese

D. Spanish



Popularity

Of these 4 popular items in the Canadiana collection, which was the most 
popular for the first half of this year?

A. Hamilton Times

B. The Campbell divorce bill

C. Sessional papers of the Dominion of Canada

D. The Canadian magazine



Popularity

The launch of the McGill Maps collection was officially announced on 
August 24. What was the most popular map on that day?

A. Toronto, Ontario

B. Heart’s Content, Newfoundland

C. Driftwood Creek sheet (West), British Columbia

D. Mount Albert sheet (East), Quebec



Infrastructure Update and 
Preview



What is the Canadiana Platform?



What is the Canadiana Platform?

• Centralized web platform

• Monolithic slab of custom 

code

• Maintained by small team

• Technically open source 

and available on GitHub



What is the Canadiana Platform?

This is a very common and accepted 

situation for centralized websites or 

platforms, and even for some 
infrastructures!

Don’t panic!



What is the Canadiana Platform?

Technically Support and Governance

Lots of time spent maintaining custom 
code instead

Reinforces a client/service model instead 
of community membership model

Limited new tools or features added Reduces transparency in our 
development practices and timelines

Limited access to infrastructure outside of 
web interface

Limits our engagement with other projects

But as scholarly infrastructure, this limits us



So What Can we Do?

Continue our transition to becoming 
open scholarly infrastructure!



Canadiana as Open Infrastructure

Technical Transition Community Governance 
Transition

Community Support Transition

Where relevant, replace custom 

code with open-source software 

applications

Communicate timelines clearly 
through public roadmaps

Introduce or improve community 
support options

Develop, document and support 

open APIs
Introduce change clearly through 
robust user testing

Document and support 
decentralized content sharing for 
member institutions, others

Integrate and engage with other 

infrastructure providers and tools
Increase member engagement in 
goal-setting and feature 
development

Improve accessibility to content 
overall, esp. to different kinds of 
users and communities
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Benefits to This Approach

✓ Increased transparency

✓ Increased member/community engagement and ownership

✓ Increased member satisfaction

✓ Improved access to content

✓ Improved relationships and interoperability with other platforms

✓ Cooler tools



Challenges to This Approach

• Requires time to nurture and 

manage communities

• Requires work to balance priorities

• Infrastructure & Development team 

must adapt and grow

• Requires support from our member 

community through their:

• Time

• Ideas

• Financial/in-kind support



Why We Are Excited

• The I&D Team is ready for this

• This transition shows maturity in 
governance and technology

• The Canadiana collection will become far
more accessible and relevant

• Institutions will be able to contribute, access 
and display content in new ways

• Researchers will have new ways to access 
and integrate our content with their research

• We will contribute to Canada’s role as 
international leaders in DRI



Next Steps

Q4 2022

Formalize and propose roadmap 
approach and user testing policy with 
PAC/PTSC

Q1 2023

Evaluate next-gen tools for 
adoption/integration (already 
underway)

Implement roadmap and user testing 
policy (if approved)

Q2-Q3 2023

Develop improved member 
engagement and user feedback 
processes

Begin tool integration, API 
development, documentation

Q4 2023

Implement improved member 
engagement/feedback processes

Keep those wheels turning



CFI Project &
Preview of the In-Person 
Workshop



Member Driven Canadiana Priorities

• Incorporating member content

• Modernizing platform

• Implementing open Infrastructure

• Increasing interoperability

• Focusing on user driven 

development



• CFI Application Strategy 

Task Group

• Researcher Council

• Heritage Infrastructure 

Business Plan Task 

Group

• Internal CFI Committee

Digital Cultural and Heritage Collections of the 
Future: A CFI Innovation Fund Application

*Some committee members not pictured



Digital Cultural and Heritage Collections of the 
Future: A CFI Innovation Fund Application

Summary of the 

work to date leading 

to the CFI Innovation 

Fund application

Formal introduction to the 

CRKN Researcher Council 

and overview of their 

findings to date

Project next steps

Foundational 

brainstorming and 

roundtable 

discussions with 

senior leadership



What do you think your senior decision 

makers need to know when coming to the 

table to talk about the future of Canadiana

and the CFI project?

Digital Cultural and Heritage Collections of the 
Future: A CFI Innovation Fund Application



Questions?



Thank you!


